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FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to rhe 23rd Issue of ReSoluuon• in which we draw on the
experience and knowledge or leading experts in the field to bring you
commentary, articles and reviews on topical matters relating to domestic
and international dispute resolution,
t

In this issue we feature- Gerard Ooolln s re.search project on the causes of IT
Project misalignment and contract disputes, The results or the survey
conducted as part of the project have been collated .and released in a final
report. A copy of the repon can be downloaded on page 12.
We look at a long running battle to divide relatlonshlp property that was
played out in the New Zealand courts and we examine some of the issues
that confront families with aging parents. We continue Catherine Green's
series on the Singapore Mediation Convention with Iner penultimate
Instalment, whtch looks at the dull I questions of cost and Ume.
In case in Brief we look al Lomax vLornax(2019] EWCA Civ 1467 in which
early neutral evaluation was ordered by the Court without party consent.
This decision ain be seen as a strong statement of support for AOR in the UK.
The English court's acceptance of AOR features again ln our article on Process
and Industrial Development Ltd v Federal Republic ofNigeria f2019) EWHC 2241

whe,e the seat of the arbitration was In dispute. We also take a look at why
Brexlt should not be characterised as a divorce, lessons that can be learnt
when a mediation gets HOT and more,
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I wish to take this opportunity to thank all our contributors. We are most grateful for
the support we receive from dispute re-solution professionals, law firms, and
publlshers, locally and overseas, that allows us to share with you papers and articles
of a world-class standard, and to bring you a broad p,e-rspective on the law and
evolving trends in the delivery and practice of domestic and international dispute
resolution.
Contributions of articles. papers and commentary for future issues of Re-Solution• are always welcome. I
do hope you find this Issue interesting and useful. Please feel free to distribute ReSolul.ion• to your
friends and colleagues - they are most welcome to c-0ntaa us if they wish to receive our publications
directly,
Warmest regards,

lohn Green
Editor
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Expert Determination for Accounting and
Financial Services
Model Clause: Jn the event of any dispute or ditference arising
out of or in connection with this contract or the subject matter
of this contract, Including any question about Its existence,
validity or termination, the parties must refer that dispute in the
first instance to Expert Determination in accordance with the
Expert Determination Rules of the New Zealand Dispute
Resolution Centre.
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To secure the appointment of an expert determiner contact NZDRC at
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ReSolution:In BriefChinc1's lnternc1tionc1I Commercic1I
Court: on Arbitrc1tion
The First International Commercial Court of the
Supreme People� Court of China (CICCl
establlshed In June 2018 -Issued Its first rulings In
September. The decisions have implications for
arbitration, namely in that they uphold the
principle of severability for arbitration agreements,
under People's Republic of China {PRC) law at least.
The dispute
The parties 10 the dispute were negotiating a sale
of shares where Luck Treat limited {the Seller) was
to sell shares in Newpower Enterpris.e Inc. (the
Target) to Zhongyuan Cheng Commercial
Investment Holdings Co Ltd (the Purchaser).

Fc1rm Debt Medlc1tlon BIii (No 2)
Select Committee Report Relec1sed
The Farm Debt Mediation Bill was Introduced in
June 2019. On Wednesday, 30 October, the Select
Committee released its report re.commending the
Bill be passed with amendments.
The Bill would establish a mediation scheme for
resolving farm debt disputes. I f the BIii is passed,
creditors with security inte1ests in farm properly
will not be able to rake enforcement action In
relation to farm debt without first offering
mediation to tanners.
Mediation should provide a more fair, equitable
and timely resolution of farm debt disputes. The
discussion it facilitates may reveal numerous

options to •esolving debt disputes and so prevent
enforcement action in situations where it is
avoidable.

The New Zeatand Bankers' Association supports

the legislation, which is in line with the·pro active
4

and cooperative approach" they say their banks
cake In dealing with distressed agribusiness
customers.

A similar scheme which has been implemented In
Australia has already proved very effective.
3

In 2017, the parties negotiated by email
correspondence the terms of the sale-purchase
agreement and an additional debt senlcment
agreemenI they Intended to enter Into (under this
debt settlement agreement the purchaser was to
pay certain debts owed by the target and the
seller's affiliates). While the Seller and the Target
were incorporated in the British Virgin Islands, the
Purchase.r was a PRC company. The draft
agreements stated that PRC law would govern the
sale. In May 2017, the Seller indicated to the
Purchaser that they would be required to apply for
certain governmental approval. as the purchase of
the shares would constitute an overseas
investment under the applicable PRC laws.
Subsequently, the parties did not proceed to sign
the agreements.
When the Purchaser commenced an arbitration
ptoceeding against the Seller and its affiliates in
Aprll 20I8, the laner sought a confirmation from
the Intermediate People's Court orShenihen that
the arbitration agreements were not valid, because
the underlying contract was not formed.
The decision
The CICC- who took the case over- determined In
line with PRC law that the arbitration agreement
was, In fact, valid, Article 19(1) of the relevant PRC
www.nzdrc.co.nz

The construction project from which the dispute
Arbitrarion Law provides that an arbitration
agreement shall exist Independently. and that any arose Included a culvert replacement on West
invalidity of the underlying contract shall not affect Coast Rd and slip repairs on Awaroa Rd,
Broadwood Rd and Mangakahia Rd which the
the validity of the arbitration agreement. Further,
the Interpretation of the Supreme People's Court
Council had contracted Rlntoul to complete.
specifies at section 10(2) that if parties reach an
This case commenced when Rlntoul filed an
agreement for arbitration when entering into a
contract. 1he validity of the agreemeni shall not be application for summary judgment against the
Council with respect to retention monies for the
Impacted even where the underlylng contract Is
construction project In the District Court. The
not formed.
Council, in response, filed an appearance under
protest and sought a stay of proceedings and a
Having regard to email communications between
the Seller and Purchaser. the CICC determined that referral to arbitration.
an arbitration agreement had been reached in this
Both parties relied on Zvrlch AtJstro#on Insurance
case. Accordingly, it was held to be valid despite
Limited
v Cognition Education limited, a case which
the fact the underlying contracts had not been
also concerned an appllcatlon for summary
signed. These first rulings will Interest many who
Judgrnent and a competing appllcatlon for a
wish to note the approach the CICC takes to its
referral
to arbitration. In that case, it was found that
cases.
the Court was required to grnnt a stay of
proceedings where there were competing
applications for summary judgment and a referral
to arbitration, as per the Arbitration Act 1996. The
exception to this rule. according to Article 8(1).
Schedule 1 of the Act, ls where the Court finds that
the arbitration agreement is null and void,
inoperative, or incapabl e of being performed, or
that there ls not In fact any dispute between rhe
parties with regard to the matters agreed to be
referred.
Rlntoul submitted that there was no dlspute and
could not
succeed.
therefore that the application for a stay

Council succeeds in referring
construction dispute to arbitration
In a dispute between The Rlntoul Group Ltd
(Rlntoul) and the Far North District Council (the
Council,) the Court has stayed proceedings and
referred the dispute to arbitration.
www.nzlac.com

The Court found, however, that although "there is
very little If In faet any dispute •bout the essent ial
background facts relating to this proceeding ....
there is dispute about the applicability of the
summary judgment procedure. the Arbitration Act
1996 and the provisions of the Construction
Contracts Act 2002."
Accordingly, the Court issued an order staying the
plaintiffs proceedings and referred the dispute to
arbitration.
The District Court decision has now been upheld
on appeal by Rintoul to the High Court.
4

ReSolution:In Brief
China responds to Vietnam's
arbitration comments
On Wednesday, Vietnamese Deputy Foreign
Minister Le Hoai Trung raised the possibility o(

arbitration to address the territorial dispute
between China and Vietnam.
Brie0y: The Dispute

China and Vietnam have long �n In dispute over

territory in the Nam Con Son Basin, a 35,000square-mile energy rich area in the South China

Sea. The Islands concerned -the Paracel and
Spratly Islands- fall within 200 nauttcal miles of
Vietnam's coastline which, by international
standards. is within Vietnam's exc.lusive e<:onomic
zone. China also claims the Islands. Tension over
the territory escalated in July. when Beijing sent a

ship to conduct seismic surveying in the area for
several w�l<s, despite Vietnam's protests.

Vietnam's Stance
At a govemment�organised conference on

Previous Arbitration
Other countries which have territory disputes with

China in the South China Sea include Brunei,

Malaysia, Taiwan and the Philippine-s. In 2016, The
Permanent Court of Arbitration In The Hague ruled
that China's claim over most of the area was Invalid.
The case was tiled by the Philippines and awarded
in theil favour, but China largely ign0<ed the
decision.
This is an Interesting case for the enforcement of
arbitration awards. While the United States and

many of Its allies Insisted Chh1a comply with the

binding award, China maintained that the arbltral
proceedings were invalid.

If Vietnam chose 10 pursue litigation or bring a
claim In arblt:tatlon against China, It would Increase

the strain on their relationship, Bill Hayton, a South
China Sea expert from the Chatham House said, �It

would have major political ramifications for the

Vietnam-China relationship, but maybe that's the

only thing left for Vietnam�

Wednesday 6 November, the Vietnamese Depury
Foreign Minister raised the possibility of other

methods of dispute resolution. Truog said, if

negotjations with China did not yield solutions,

Hanoi would look to arbitration and other
measures. "We know that these measures indude

fa c tfinding,
mediation, conciliation, negotk1tion,
arbitration and litigation measures.," he said. He

then added, "The UN Charter and UNCLOS 1982

have sufficient mechanisms for us to apply those

measures."

China's Stance
A spokesperson for the Chinese Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, G-eng Shuang, said in response to Vietnam's
comments. that Vietnam "needs to avoid taking

actions that may complicate matters or undermine
peace and stability in the South China Sea as well

as our bilateral relations:· china is a major trading

partner of Vietnam. Shuang also said the dispute
was a case of"occupation of China's Nansha Islands

by Vietnam and other countries concerned."

s
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Avoiding Conflict and improving
Dispute resolution for IT Projects
By Gerard Doolin

Introduction
The commercial design, build, and delivery of
software systems is about 50 years old. In contrast,
the design, build, and delivery of physical buildings
is about 4000 years old, with one of the oldest
recognised buildings being the Pyramid or Djoser
In Egypt, which was designed and built In 27008(.
Arguably, electronic and physical construction
have key elements in common - a concept, a
purpose based on anticipated use. related
elements of design, build, reslllence and
maintenance -all dependant on quality of
planning, delivery and management based on
human engagement.
However, it seems that stakeholders over time, and
with experience, knowledge and refinement. have
delivered better outcomes In physical building
delivery than in IT software systems delivery. In
fact, Software procurement, development,
Implementation arid Support and Maintenance
engage me ms On this article referred to as an IT
Project} have had distinctly mixed success rates
over the last 25 years (Success being classified as
delivered on tlme and on Budget, and• regardless
of functionality ultimately used -with a
satisfactory business and User experience). The
credentlaled USA based Standish Consultancy
Group In Its 201 s Global Chaos report surveyed
50000 IT Projects globally and concluded that only
29% of IT Projects were successful, 52% were
challenged and 19% failed.
In this age, more than ever, organisations seek
process or user experience transformation through
the successful delivery of IT Projects. These projects
are based on the evolution of Software capabilities
(whether in storage or processing or analytics (Al)
capabilities), their delivery platforms (evolving
from server to desk top to lap top to smart phone
and whether deployed Customer on premise or in

www.nzJac.com

the cloud (service provider data centre)), and the
ability to capture and process data at scale and at
the expanding edge (eg !OT).
With ever accelera1lng technology model
evolution, come ever more demanding
expectations as to Implementation time, cost
savings, revenue expectations. business process
(eg automation) and User experience
improvement.
In this article. CEDR trained, NZIAC Mediation panel
member and IT Project disputes mediator, Gerard
Doolin, considers the causes of IT Project
misalignment and ensuing contract disputes. This
article follows on from a 2018·2019 research
project undertaken by the author in conjunction
with NZIAC (and NZIAC's domestic service provider,
NZDRC). That project Is outlined In greater detail
below.
The research project has led to NZIAC and Gerard
supporting the development of contextual dispute
resolution methods that offer stakeholders early
conflict resolution, IT Project reset, and relationship
continuance, as distinct from the usual polarised
fault•based exchanges that lnev11ably end up In

arbitration or litigation.

2018-2019 research project on the
causes of IT Project misalignment
and contract disputes
Research context
The research project focused on IT Projects which,
fundamentally, involve multifaceted elements,
phases and various stakeholders. While
procurement methods and projec-t management
methodologies continue to evolve. IT Projects are
rapidly evolving around the aspects of self�learning
Software, big data capture, distributed data
centres, high speed networks, multiple device
6
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deployment. development methods, integration
and cybersecvrity c.omplexity, and regulatory
frameworks. These all elevate the risks and
consequences arising from IT project misalignment
and ensuing contractual disputes between
Suppliers and Customers.

Research methodology

The following methodology was adopted:
• A survey was Issued that focused on the
sequence of IT Project phases (ie Procurement,
Analysis, Design. Build, Testing, Deployment
ttnd Production (Support and Maintenance).
The survey asked quantitative and qualitative
questions concerning key activities in each
phase and the exte,n to which IT Project
misalignment occurred In those phases. what
that misalignment was caused by and the
extent to which it contributed to an ensuing IT
Project contract dispute (le was lt a primary or
contrlbutorY cause?). The survey also raised
questions relating to the behaviours observed
when an IT Project contract dispute emerges
and lndlvlduals'experlence of dispute
resolution methods used.
• Senior industry IT Project stakeholders then
responded (including CEO/CIO/PM/SA/
Program/QA lead/Sales/Legal/other} from 8
countries (New Zealand, Australia, China,
Singapore, United Kingdom, Germany, Italy,
United States of America). Over 80% of survey
respondents had extensive rr Project
experience.
• The survey respondents represented a
balanced spread of Supplier and/or Customer
experience and in key verticals (financial
services, utllltles. FMCG. telecommunication
providers. retail, and government agencies).
• Based on this rich data a draft repon was
prepared and, with a number of survey
respondents and addlttonal senior lndust,y
stakeholders, further feedback was sought.
Research objective
The objective of the research was 10 use the
outcomes to review, assess, explore and develop
tailored dispute resolution methods that will best
assist Customers and Suppliers In Improving IT
Pl'ojec-t s1..1ccess and maintaining Customer-Supplier
7

relationships (the DR Research).
OR Research key outcomes
These are summarised below:
A. When IT Project misalignment most
often occurs and its primary causes:
, IT Project delivery misalignment and the
emergence of a contractual dispute most often
occurs In the period after IT Project Contract
execution and during the Solution delivery
phases.
• The qualitative and quantitative survey
resr>0ns-es and consultation identif;ed two
distinct IT Project phases, and primary cause.s
within those. that lead to IT Project
misalignment.
1. Procurement phase:
Various Customer and Supplier actions in the
Analysis and scoping of transformarlonal
Customer Requirements for a proposed
Solution were the dominant inadequacy, as
distinct from activities in other IT Project
ph•�I (()�sign, 6uild, T,:sting, Deploymen1
and Production (Support and Maintenance). In
particular these activities include:
a. Business case preparation -driven by
Budget constraints and expeditious. target
business outcomes of a Sponsor, often there is
a lack of time spent in reaching a full
understanding of transformational scope
(Current State lo Future State). User needs,
optimal Solution selection and the Business
Objectives. In this contoxr, Supplier bid or sales
teams respond. The direction of travel then
shihs to ensuring successful project
progression of the setecred Soturion rattier
than a Solution delivering an optimal outcome
based on fully understood business
Requirements.
b. lntemal Requirements scoping inadequate analysis of User needs and
reDesign scope together with deficiencies In
internal Customer planning coordination,
resourcing and contributory engagement of all
relevant stakeholders. This leads to Supplier
and Solution selection on this basis, with
Suppliers responding to the"factual situation•
www.nzdrc.co.nz
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and mitigating risk via high level Assumptions.

Their actions are also often driven by
competitive "sates pricing" pressures.

c. Known compared to be discovered
requirements• there Is also Inadequacy In
finding a mutual Customer-Supplier

• For Customer and Supplier pe,sonnel often

inadequate.

• For the Supplier team, from the start.. team
resources need 10 know clearly role
description and exl)«ted outputs. If Supplier

personnel changes, there can be problems

understanding or balance between scoping
known Requirements and 10 be discovered

with continuity and quality of work and
variances In skills.

associated with this. nwe Is a call broadly for
partnering engagement and a deeper pre

• Customer management of their service
providers Qnvolved in an IT Project) can also
be Inadequate.

transformatkln and the risk and costs

Solution selection due diligence {collaborntive
discovery based on a Customer's willingness

to pay some Supplier resou,clng cost In what

c. Agile or Waterfall development method?

is a pre·selection time}.

• Cautious optimism that Agile de-risks and

2, Delivery phase:

medium sized IT Projects. For complex

improves IT Project outcomes for smaller or

development and change management the

Deployments into Production, Waterfall
including its traditional governance processes

following insights were discerned:

remains the preferred approach.

a. P-roject Scheduling• often over-ambitious

• For Agile, all stakeholders need better

In relation to the areas of planning, people,

In Its shaping.

b. Resource capacity planning, role scope
and performance quality:
www.nzlac.com

understanding and training for the roles

undertaken. In particular. a Customer needs
more effective resourcing, stakeholder

engagement and decision making and both

Customer and Supplier need to find a better

8
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understanding concerning Budget,
Requirements prioritisation and the scale of
Sprints.

(communication, leading, resolving, guiding
and ensuring correct and satisfactory business
outcomes) are all crltkal to IT Project success.

d. Change Control Procedure:

• Specifically, In IT Project governance
processes, it was highlighted that failures to
escalate, or, when escalated, poor contribution
i
01 react on based on Inadequate or misleading
Information {eg between stakeholders In a
customer- prime supplier-subcontractor
context) contributed as a cause or material
misalignments,

• Materially problematic leading to
disagreement a.s to what is in scope for an
agreed change to the Solution and what is out
of scope.
• When a dispute c.rystallis.es, the audit review
of the Change Requests (documented project
and contractual) can be incomplete and a
source of conflict Itself.
3. Governance and measuring success
These are the two main overarching e,lemet'ltS
In relation to the above specific activities:
a. Governance:
• A dominant theme is the need for it to be
effective and active in both the IT project
procurement and delivery phases.
• For both phases, from commencement the
nature of 9overnance engagement {motivated
and understanding context and wha1 Is
required) and the skills and experience levels

9

b. Measuring success:
• For IT Projects there is a need for evolution in
how success is measured.
• Highlighted is a lack of continuous
coordinati on with business stakeholders and
Users, with reliance often placed on the
limited traditional Iron Triangle measure.
• Advocacy, from commencement, for
measurement of an IT Project's success driven
by consistent leadership and based on KPls,
accountability and fully scoped business
outcomes and processes (continuousty
monitored) was identified as something that
was required .

www.nzdrc.co.nz
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B. Does the negotiated IT Project
contract align with the ensuing IT
Project delivery trajectory?
• There was a material response that IT Project
Contracts. as negotiated deviate from the
ensuing IT Project delivery trajectory and are
too rigidly negotiated. In addition, rigid and
contested Change Control Procedures are
usually the only process to deal with new or
unforeseen circumstances discovered by a
Cuslomer or Supplier.
• A dominant number of survey respondents
believe that an IT Project Contract should
have terms that provide flexibility for the
parties to address such circumstances
contractually.

C. What behaviours are observed when
an IT Project misalignment and IT
Project Contract dispute arose?
• Initially, often a lack of awareness that a
misalignment or dispute Is occuttlng.

I. IT Project Contract negotiation:
• There is need for more effective alignment in

the negotl.ation of an IT Project's terms with

the material IT Project risks highlighted above.

• Proposed is the inclusion of an overriding
acknowledgement or guiding principle that:
(I) the parties have used their reasonable
efforts to properly scope customer
Requirements and Supplier Solution
(excluded here are represented and or
warranted subject matters}: and {ii) if it is
discovered. by one party or both, that the
scoping exercise was not accurate or sufficient
then, for specific agreed areat the parties may
review, discuss and renegotiate these areas
(on a without prejudice basls).The parties can
renegotiate themselves or have recourse to a
mediator or a dispute review board (as set out
below). Effectively this would involve by
agreement a short suspension of milestone
i
delivery dates and a t me out to review,
resolve and unlock.

• Once It Is known, fear, positional and conflict
orientated behaviours are demonstrated.

• These contract term.s are an alternative to
the hi storically rigid and often contested
Change Control Procedure terms.

D. What was their experience of dispute
resolution processes used?

Projects:

• Oomfnant dispute resolution services used
are Negotiation (le re-negotiation) and
Mediation. There was general satisfaction with
the outcomes these processes delivered.
• Litigation was largely viewed negatively. it
being fllult based, cost Intensive and
relationship ending.
• Negotiatfon and Mediation are optimally
used as early a.s possible at the point where
lrust and re,spect (absent power leveraging)
are present and the dlspute resolver exhibits
analytical and facilitative skills to unlock
entrenched pasitions.
• It was clear a neulral dispute resolver is
prefe rable to a Customer appointed audit
reviewer.
E.• Prima facle recommendations arising
from the OR Research for adoption in IT
Project contracts are:
www.nzlac.com

ii. Modified DR Services specifically for IT

a. Tailored mediation:
• fn IT Project Contract governance, there is a
specific agreement for the use of a Mediator
to review, analyse and facilitate the resolution
of the misalignment or dispute for specific IT
Project phases and their activities.. for
example, Requirements Analysls. Of course.
the partl<es can refer other subject mauers to
the Mediator.
• The Mediator should have an adequate
understanding or IT Project procuremen�
development methodology (eg Waterfall or
Agile or a hybrid or other) and the Solution.
• The Mediator's costs would be equally
shared between 1he Customer and the
Supplier and be included in both the Budget
and the Supplier's Bid costs and/or Fees.

10
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• There may also be a role for a neutral
Mediator as pan of the Sid selection
procurement process or post selection in the
IT Project Contract negotiation phase,
whereby, In either case. recourse is available
for a material subject matter that Is subject to
disagreement.
b. Dispute review board (ORB):

• For use in large, complex rr Projects as
commonly used in the (physical) construction
industry
• Like Mediation. the earller In an IT Project
cycle that a Customer and Supplier engage
with the DRS, the better. A ORB referral can be
utilised for specific IT Project phases or
activities.
• The ORB may or may not include a
determinative function as well as the
facilitative function. This would ensure finality,
with the parties able to obtain a dedsion In
the event they were unable to reach a mutual
agreement with the assistance of the ORB
without having to go outside of rhe ORB
process with the attendant cost and time
implications.
These dispute resolution methods are
re<ommended as alternatives to often escalating
conflict orientated and resource and cost intensive
arbitration or litigation processes. The latte,
leading to a mandatory and enforceable
determination Imposed on a party round to be at
fault

Summary
To dare. successful dellvel)I of IT Projects globally
have had average success rates. The nature of
technology models and the availability of data in
the last 10 years are making the need for successful
delivery rates ever more critical.
Often IT Project misalignment is discovered and
recognised as an IT Project contract dispute when
the Dellvery phase Is well In flight. At this time key
stakeholders at all levels usually have multiple
demands on their time and turning their minds to
conflict and Its resolurion is not desirable and ofren
fatigue based, with llmited understand ing or key
information, and a range or accountability
pressures, all meaning their ablilry to stand back.
unlock and resolve can be challenging .
In these circumstances we propose that IT Project
Contract terms, which permit a time out review
rhrough early use of the above neutral facliltatlon
methods, offer Customer and Supplier leadership
(executive or delivery) an effective alternative
involving renegotiating the IT Projecr Contract and
recovering and resetting the delivel)I of an IT
Project.
Report availability including glossary
NZIAC and Gerard have now finallsed the report
"Avoiding conmcr -Improved dispute resolution for
IT Projectse>".
A copy of this rePOn is available for download ar
either (www.nzlac.com or www.beamorgos. com).

ABOUT THIE AUTHOR
Gerard has worked as a senior legal counsel and negotiator
from 2000 onwards, focusing on the development:. provision
and use of technology systems.
From tare 2015, Gerard founded and has operated a
negotiation and strategic services business, Be Amorgos IT
Contractual Services (www.beamorgos.com).

Gerard Doolin
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NEW ZEALAND DISPUTE RESOLUTION CENTRE

NZDRC
Fair, promp1 and cost effec1ive dispute resolution
and conflict management services

IT SECTOR DISPUTE
MANAGEMENT SURVEY:
FINAL REPORT
Avoiding conflict and Improving
d1!1pUlc re-&olul1011 for IT PfOfl:t�

Download a copy of the
reportMm
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Ten years in a leaky boat
lucky just to keep afloat
By John Green
In 1982 Split Enz released Its now famous single Six Months in a Leaky Boat being a reference to
the time it took pioneers to sail to New Zealand (it had nothing at all to do with being an attack
on Britain's Invasion of the Falkland islands which caused the BBC to discourage airplay of the
song in Britain during the Falklands War - It was recorded in January 1982, months before the
Falklands invasion).
It has also been suggested that the lyrics are a metaphor for a relationship that could not be, the

need to put our differences behind us and that there is a world to explore after 'the ship-wreck�

and to keep on trying where there's wind in our sails.

Neil Finn's lyrics and the sentiment embodied in the song provide a strikingly apposite segue into
the relationship property story that follows.
Ms Scan and Mr Williams (not their real names)
were married in 1981 and separated in 2007. Mr

Williams was a successful lawyer and Ms Scott was
an accountant before giving up that role to have a
family.

under s 1S of the PRA to 5470,000.
That decision was then taken on appeal to the
Supreme Court. The key Issues to be determined by
the Supreme Court were whether:

During their marriage the couple had built up a
substantial pool of as�ts lndudlng their famlty
home in Remuera, three commercial properties in
New Lynn, a beach hou5,e in Omaha, a half sha,e in a
Ail property and the interest In MrWilllams'law firm.

• the High Court and Court of Appeal were
correct in overturning the Famity Court
decision to vest the family home and adjoining
section in Ms Scott and ordering that those
properties be sold;

The relationshlp c.ame to an end and the parties fell
into dispute as to how their as.sets were to be

• the valuation of MrWilllams'law firm In the
lower courts was correct; and

Proceedings were first filed In April 2009.

• the amount awarded to Ms Scott for
economic disparity under s 1 S of the PRA was
correct

apportioned oo separation.

In 2014, Judge McHardy in the Family Court
determined that Mr Williams should pay Ms Scott

S850,000 under s t s of the Property (Relationships)
Act (the PRA). The family home and associated
section in Remuera were vested in Ms Scott.

In 2016, in the High Court, Faire J largely allowed an
appeal by MrWllllams overturning the vesting order
and reducing the s 1 S award to S280,000.
In 2016, theCoun of Appeal dismissed an appeal by
Ms S<on against Faire J's decision. except for
Increasing the quantum of compensation payable
13

In the landmark decision in Scott v Williams 12017]
NZSC 185 (11 December 2017), the Court
unanimously held that the Family Court decision to
vest the family home and neighbouring section in
Ms Scott should not have been overturned and the
vesting order made in the Family Court was
restored. The Court also found by majority (Elias U.
Glazebrook and Arnold JJ} that the valuation of the
legal practice reached by tt,e Family Court should
not have been overturned and, the amount of the s
15 award In favour of Ms Scott was increased to
$520,000.
www.nzdrc.co.nz
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Analysing th<, application of s 1 S, Elias CJ and the
majority determined that the assessment of
disparity is a broad one and it must be considered
In light of provisions in the PRA that treat all
contributions made by both partners to the
relationship as equ<1l. Elias CJ, Glazebrook ()nd
Arnold JJ held that where there has been a relevant
division of roles, any disparity will be assumed to
have resulted from I hat division, at feast In a long
term relationship. As noted by Arnold J at 1293) and
l294L if there has been a division of functions along
tradltlonal lines, It should be assumed that th<,
division of functions caused the disparity as it was
for the benefit of both parties, restricted the non·
career partner's income--earnlng ability and
enhanced the career partner's earning ability.

There is nothing particularly exception.al about the
leave 10 appeal pr0<eedings. but what Is of note
and what should be of concern to any party to a
relationshfp property dispute is that this dispute
has been ongoing for ten years.
For ten tortuous years no doub1, these parties
whose details, dealings and financial positions will
have been subjected to a high degree of scrutiny
have been trapped In a nightmare that must have
impacted on and affected their personal lives and
sensibilities, not to mention lheir finances as no
dispute resolution process comes without cost,
none the least High Court, Court of Appeal, and
Supreme Court litigation .. even for a lawyer!

On 23 July 2019 Justice Minister Andrew Little
The Court awarded Ms Scott a significantly greater tabled the Law Commission's final report o" Its
share of the couple's relationship property assets to review of the PRA which sets out how relationship
recognise the fact that her living standards would property should be divided when a relationship
otherwise be significantly lower than Mr Williams' ends by separation or death.
following separation as a result of the division of
The report notes thot one of the principles of the
functions during the relationship.
PRA Is that matters should be resolved as
inexpensively. simply. and speedily as is conslstenr
Two years later in Score v W/11/<Jms [2019) NZSC 80
withJvstlce. This means thot division of property at
[25 July 20191 the Supreme Court dismissed an
application by Ms Scort for an extension of time for the end of a relationship should be Just and the
process for achieving that should be efficient. While
applying for leove to •ppeal against two earlier
there is a paucity ofhard data. the research and the
costs judgments.
www.nitac.com
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submissions received by the Law Commission
Indicated that the vast majority of relationship

of assets on separation that is robust and certain,
yet Innovative in its commonsense approach to

generally, out of court resolution is quicker and
less expensive than court�based resolution and can

promptly and privately and cost effectively.

for separatfng partners and their children.

litigation statistic or1dentity'. Scorrv Willlams
should be• salutary lesson. If you are a party to•

propercy matters are resolved out of courr and that
result In more enduring and satisfactory outcomes

This has certainly been our experience in terms of

resolving these challenging iypes of disputes

Don't become the next relationship property

relationship property dispute, irrespectrve of the

our Family Law mediation, arbitration and arb-med
services and therefore It Is not surpri sing that the

value, talk to your lawyer about using the FOR
Cen1re's Family u,w services today. We deal with

relatlonshlp property matters out of courc

dollars to tens of millions providing fixed fee

Law Commission's recommendations are largely
focused on encouraging partners to resolve their
whenever appropriate.

The FDR Centre provides a highly respected well
established speclalls1 private dispute resolution
seNlce for parties wanting to resolve disputes

concerning relationship property and the division

disputes involving relationship property involving
sums in dispute ranging from just a few thousand

services for low value disputes (under SSOK) and
capped fees for all other services.

Contact us to find out how we can help you or your
clients todoy.
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Dispute Resolution Centre.

The FDR Centre works with the most respected
and experienced FOR mediators to help you and
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Court confirms arbitral tribunal's
construction of an arbitration
agreement as to the correct seat of
the arbitration

By Richard Bamforth & Emily Hudson

In Process and Industrial Developmenrs Ltd v Federal Republic ofNigeria /2019] EWHC 2241
(Comm) the court granted an application to enforce a USS6 billion arbitral award against
the Federal Republic of Nigeria. A key issue underlying the application related to the
jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal and Its decision as to the seat of the arbitration. The
judgment provides a helpful overview of these issues and confirms the prevailing view
that the English court will seek, where possihle, to uphold parties' agreements to arbitrate
as well as arbitration awards themselves.
Background

arbitration.

The parties entered into an agreement for the
construction and operation of a gas processing

• Nigeria issued proceedings before the

facility through which Process and lndustT1al
Developments Ltd ("PID1 would supply gas to the
Federal Republic of Nigeria ("Nigeria"). TI>e
agreement was governed by Nigerian law and
contained an arbitration agreement, which set our
the process for the commencement of arbitration

and constitution of the tribunal. Importantly, the
arbitration agreement stared that "the venue of
the arbitration shall be London, England or
otherwise as agreed by the Parties".

When a dispute arose In relation to the agreement.
PIO commenced arbitration. The procedural
history continued as follows:

dismissed.

• Nigeria commenced proceedings In Nigeria.
again seeking to set aside the award on
liability. One of the grounds relied upon was

that the parties had etfealvely agreed that

the seat of arbitration was Nigeria. This was
the first time that an issue as to the arbitral

seat had arisen.

• Correspondence then ensued before the

tribunal as to whether the seat of arbitration
was London or Nigeria. Nigeria contended

that the mention of venue within the

• TI>e tribunal was appointed and made an

arbitration agreement did not designate the
seat of arbitration. PID's position was that the

the words 'place of arbitration: London,

arbitration through the arbitration
agreement or, alternatively, that this had
been determined by the tribunal without

Interim award on certain preliminary lssues.
The interim award referred to the seat of the
arbitration as being England and ended with
United Kingdom".

� Hearings subsequently took place in

London and resulted In an award on llablllty.
which Included the same wording as the

interim award in relation to the place of
17

English coun seeking for the award on
liability to be set aside: this claim was later

parties had agreed to London as the seat of

objection from Nigeria. as confirmed In the

interim award and award on liability. The
tribunal did not hear any submissions on this

Issue but stated1hat they would make a
finding on the point.

www.nzdrc.co.nz
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• In the interim, Nigeria obtained an

against Nige-ria.

the parties from continuing with the
arbitration. PIO confirmed to Nigeria that it
would not participate in the Nigedan

enforcement of the final award.

Injunction from the Nigerian court, restraining

, PID issued proceedings seeking

proceedings,

Judgment

• The tribunal made a procedural order

Sear of arbitration

confirming that the seat of the arbltTatlon was
London. The tribunal concluded that the

parties had agreed upon London as the venue
In the arbitration agreement and this meant

the selection of London In the juridical sense,
invoking the supervisory Jurisdiction of the

English coun.

• Nigeria sought a further order from the
Nigerlan court sening a.side the proc�ural
order: this application was ultirnatety not
pursued and was struck out.

It was not in issue that supeNisory jurisdiction over

the arbitration could only be exercised by the

courts of the arbitfal seat; the key question was
whether the provision of a venue within the
arbitration agreement represented a choice of seat
or merely a geographic location for hearings. Mr
Justice Butcher held that it was implicit in the
p;1rties' agreement to arbitrate that the tribunal

could determine c,ny Issue as to the arbitral seat,
including by construing the arbitration agreement.

The tribunal was entitled to make the procedural

• The Nigerian court set aside the award on
liability.

order as to the arbltral seat and had not acted In
breach of the Nigerian injunction in so doing, as it
was not named as a party in those proceedings.

• The arbitration continued (with Nigeria
re-serving its POSition a.s to the award on

unfairness as, inter alla, the parties had not had the
opportunity to address the tribunal as to the

liability) leading to a final award on damages

www.nzlac.com

Nigeria argued that there had been procedural

correct arbirral seat. However, the Judge found that
18
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remedies for procedural unfairness in respect of the
procedural order were avall;Jble ,o Nigeria but It did
not utilise them. In fact, Nigeria had not pursued,
and allowed to be struck out, the Nigerian
proceedings seeking 10 se< aside 1he procedural
order. Furthermore, Nigeria had Invoked rhe
English court's jurisdiction itself, by seeking an
order to set aside the award on llablllty.
Mr Justice 8u<cher noted <hat the <rlbunal's
procedural order as to seat was issued before the
order of <he Nigerian court setting aside the award
on llablllty. As such, the Nigerian order was
ineffective, on the basis that it was made by a court
that was not the supervisory court. Neither the
procedural order. nor the final damag� award, had
been set aside by any court. The procedvral order
determined the arbltrat seat as being London and
therefore Nigeria could not ask the court to revisit
this question,

than simply providing that <he hearings should
take place there. A reference to venue solely as
geographical location would be an inconvenient
provision which the parties wete unlikely to have
lnrended. The Judge also held that there had been
an agreement by conduct, based upon the wording
contained within the interim award and the award
on llablllty as to seat and venue of the arbitration.
Nigeria did not object to thesrt statements and
continued to participate in the arbitration.

Enforcemenr of final award

The judge dismissed Nigeria's (lrgument lha,t the
court should refuse enforcement of the arbitral
award. as contrary 10 public policy. Mr Justice
Butcher did not consider tha< there was any
element of penalty or punitive damages in the
sums awarded; in any event, whilst It was open to
Nigeria to challenge <he final award, It had not
done so. The grounds on which enforcement of an
Issue estoppel
award can be refused by reason or public policy are
narrow and it is necessary to have regard to the
Mr Justice Butcher also held, as alternatively argued s<rong public polky In favour of enforcing arbltral
by PIO, that the tribunal's procedural order as to the awards. There was no public policy requiring the
arbitral seat created an issue estoppel which then
refusal of an enforcement of an arbirral award of
precluded any further argument before the court
compensatory damages, even if thos� damages
on this jssu�, There was no i�su� betw� the
were higher than those which might be awarded
parties that two of the four conditions required for by the English court.
an issue estoppel had been met, namely identity of
parties and subje<t matter. Whilst a further
Comment
condition is that a decision should be final and
The judgment emphasises the importance of the
condusive and the key determination on the seat
seat of arbitration, as determinative of which courts
formed part of a procedural order only, the Judge
have supervisory Jurisdiction over the arbilratlon
found 1h01 this could In tac, be regarded as final
proceedings. The choice of seat will have significant
and conclusive at the paint at which the order
could no longer be reviewed by the tribunal, which implications for an arbitration and is therefore an
issue which ,nerits careful consideration at the
was at the latest when the arbitration concluded.
The final condition, that a judgment must be given outset when drafllng the arbl<ratlon agreement
Parties should be reminded that a reference to a
by a foreign court of competent jurisdiction, was
'venue' or'place of arbitration' may be taken to
met as the judge found that the tribunal did have
mean the arbitral seat, so should pay attention to
jvrisdiction to make the procedural order.
lhis in their drafting, particularly in ad hoe
Consirucrion of arbltrar/on agreement
arbitration agre-ements.
It was not in issue that construction of the
agreement was governed by Nigerian law and It
was ag,eed by the parties that Nigerian principles
of construction should be taken to be the same as
<hose of English law. On that basis, <he judge
agreed with the tnbunal that the agreement
provided for the seat of arbitration to be in
England. The referer1ce to a venue represented an
anchoring of the entire arbitration to London rather

19

The Judgment also confirms the English court's
general support for arbitration, In terms of
recognising the terms upon which parties agree to
arbitrate as well as confirming the policy
arguments In favour of upholding arbltral awards
themselves where possible. In these types of high
value disputes, the judge's pro-arbitration
comments should be Wl!lcomed by par11� Involved
in arbitrations with some nexus to England.
www.nzdrc.co.nz
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CASE IN BRIEF
Court holds Early Neutral
Evaluation can be ordered without
party consent
By Sophie Hursthouse
The recent case of Lomax v Lomax [2019] fWCA Civ 1467 (judgment available here) boldly held ,ts
power to order Early Neutral Evaluation (ENE) Is not dependent on party consent. This decision
represents a significant step forward for Alternative Dispute Resolution (AOR) in the UK.
Early Neutral Evaluation is a form of ADR where an independent party, often a retired judge, provides
parties with an evaluation of the merits of their cases and the likely outcome If the matter were to
proceed to trial. It looks to facilitate parties' resolution of the case outside of the courts by:
(a) SE!tting the scene for negotiation discussions to take place;
(b) helping parties to see rhl? case in a different light if there IS a great disparity between their
approaches;
(c} if one party has an unrealistic view of their case, help that party to realise how it would fare in
cour�and
(d) focus the parties on the central issue to the case, potentially bringing them towards a common
re-solution.

To date, there has been limited use of ADR In the UK, .although the Judiciary proves to be very supportive
of increasing Its use. Recently, discussion ha.s centered on whether the courts could go so far as to order
the use or ADR even where parties do not consent.
This case is significant in that it was held that a court in the UK can order ENE without the consent of all
patties.
Background

The case, first heard in the High Court of England and Wales, concerns an application by a widow under
the Inheritance (Provision for Family & Dependants) Act 1975. The daimant wished to engage in an ENE
process. On the other side, the defendant did not consent to ENE and wished to engage in mediation.
Trial
Although Parker J was wholly supportive of ENE, sayirng the case needed a "robust judge-led process," she
felt restricted by the lack of consent from the defendant. It appeared to her that the court's powers did
not extend so far as to order AOR where full party consent was absent.
Previously ft: has been assumed that rule 3.1 (2)(m) of the Civil Procedure Rules 1998- that the courts may
order ENE- ls limited to cases where all parties agree:

21

Rule 3.1 (2)(m) states that the court may"take any other step or make any other order for the
purpose of managing the case and furthering the overriding objective, Including hearing an
Eady Neutral Evaluation with the aim or helping the parties settle the case:
www.nzdrc.co.nz
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Untfl June this year, the commentary in the White Book stetted that the court's power to ordei ENE
hearings is not dependent on the consent of the parties. However, the Second Cumulative Supplement (7

June 2019) removes any reference to Jurisdiction extending where there is no consent

In Halseyv Milton Keynes G<meral NHS Trust (2004] 1 WLR 3002, the court held that to compel ADR would
be"an unacceptable constraint on the right of access to 1he court and, therefore. a violation of article 6�
Parker J consequently declined to order ENE. upon which the claimant appealed to the Court of Appeal.
Appeal
On appeal, Counsel for the appellant (the daimant) submitted that if the rule is interpreted literally, there
is no need for party consent. He submitted further, that the overriding objective supports the position
that the court should be able to exercise its discretion and that it co1.1ld not be right for one party to have
"veto" powers to interfere with that discretion.

Counsel for the defendant relied on Holsey to support his position that the court cannot force parties to

undertake AOR,, which includes ENE. He argued that requiring parties to engage in AOR where they do
not consent would unjustifiably obstruct access to lhe court and so breach Article 6 of the European

Convemion on Human Rights and would add cost In vain. Further. the tone of the wording In rule 3.1 (2)

such as "encouraging" as opposed to "'direct" support the Mgumen1 lhat consent 15 required before AOR
can be ordered, as does the Court Guide.

The Court of Appeal found that Holsey could be distinguished from the present case as ENE. unlike

mediation, is "part of the court process.;'Additionally, it wa,s emphasised that parties are not obstructed
from accessing the court as they can recommence the litigation and proceed to trial after the ENE

hearing. In any case, the Court held that enforcing ENE Is noc che"unaccepcable constrainl"lhat Holsey

www.nzlac.com
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claimed obligatory AOR was. In this way, the Court le.aves ambiguity regarding when ADR can be ordered
without pany cons.ent; it distinguishes ENE from AOR. while many commentators hold the contrary view

tha1 ENE is a form of AOR. It hints however that conditions may have changed sufficiently to disregard

Holsey, saying "the court's engagement with medlaUon has progressed significantly since Holsey was

decided."

Regarding the defendant's submissions based on the Cour1 Gulde and supporting sources, It was found

that they cannot be conclusive in this matter since the White Book states that rules "cannot be suspended
or disapplied by what may be said in the Court Guides."
The Court of Appeal emphasised the value of ENE and AOR in resolving disputes. which is likely apparent
to judges equally in cases where panies are very willing or where they are hostile to trying ADR. Norris J,
with whom the Court agreed, said in Bradley v Heslin with respect to boundary and neighbour disputes:
I think it is no longer enough to leave the parties the opportunity to mediate and to warn of
cost consequences if the opportunity is not taken.... the warnings are not beir19 heeded, and

those embroiled In them need saving from themselves.

The Lord and Lady Justices of the Court therefore saw no reason to imply a limitation which would
require party consent before the Court could order an ENE hearing. An ENE hearing was accordingly
ordered.
Conclusion

Halsey, which held that a court did require party conse1'1t to order mediation, remains the current
position on cour1 ordered mediation. Lomax however paves the way for a po1entlal change in approach:
It Is clear tha� while AOR Is effective even where pan les are reluctant to participate, the question remains
open as to whether a court's jurisdiction extends to requiring parties to undergo mediation or arbitration
absent their consent.

It is hoped that this strong declaration of support for ADR in the UK will remiocl judges in other
jurisdictions, including New Zealand, of the highly eHective alternative methods available for resolving

commerci al and family disputes In conjunction with or outside �,e court system.

•
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Brexit: a cautionary tale for
divorcing couples?

By Graeme Fraser

like Brexit, divorce has traditionally been framed in similarly adversarial and
belligerent terms and this has also led to counterproductive behaviours.
Brexit has been characterised as a divorce so often that it has become a cliche.
Two parties are ending their formal relationship, with emotions running high
and a financial settlement looming large. However, Brexit and divorce are not
quite as similar as they might appear.
Brexlt is vastly more complicated than divorce.

Divorce Involves two Individuals. while Brex1t

involves a supra-national organisation, 28
i
culturally-diverse slates and a comb ned

population of over half a billion people with wide•
ranging vlewpolnts. lnrematJonal and domestic
politics come into play in Brexit with no

equivalence in divorce. The EU are concerned to
discourage orher memb<?r states from followlng

the UK's lead and must consider the Good Friday
Agreement. Meanwhile the UK Government must

ensure any deal Is approved by Partlament.

BreX'lt negotiations are governed by EU law Jn the

form of Article 50 of the Treaty on the European

abdicating responsibility, brinkmanship and
punishment.
Framing
Framing has been the most fundamental failure of
the s,exit negotiations. The negotiations have

been framed In highly adver5arlal 1erms chat run
contrary to the prospects of achieving a deal.
The language used acts as a scaffold, giving

structure 10 how people think about the

negotiations and, to a s�nificant extent,
determining their actions. Framing of BrelOt as

analogous to olvorce Is problematic. given the

Union, which hasjust five clauses, totalling only

widespread association of divorce with confticL

specific set of processes, governed by legislation,

Unhelpful framing is a major reason why divorce
has thi.s. connotation, with much of the language

2S6 words. Divorce, by contrast, Is subject to a

supported by precedent and adjudicated by 1he
court.

e,exlt, then, is not dlvon:e writ large. The para.lltls
between the two are limited in scope.
The lessons of Brexit

Brexlt and divorce both Involve moving from

incompatible positions to consis1ent positions
through dialogue. The failure to reach a timely

8,exlt agreement offers Important lessons. not only

for divorcing couples but also for public policy.

The most valuable lessons lie in the tendencies in

1he 8rexit negotiations towards framing, blaming.

25

Involved In a divorce- thlnk'petltloner' and

'respondent'-frequently painting the process in
highly antagonistic terms which lead to behaviours

lhat are ultimately counterproductlve.
Blaming

The highly adversarial framing of the Brexlt process
has led to the UK and the EU almost constantly

seeking to apportion blame upon each other,
whether for Brexit taking place at all or for the

failure of the negotiations.

Blame is similarly problematic in divorce and can

significantly hinder couples· ability to reach fair and

sustainable agreements.

www.nzdrc.co.nz
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Objecilvely, only In a minority of cases does

responsibility for a divorce lie solety with one

person. Often, irreconcilable differences are the
cause or the breakdown.
Even, if that were not the case, apportioning blame
is highly unlikely to achieve a positive agreement.

Abdicating responsibility
The Rip-side of blaming the other party is
abdlca1ing responsibility. Both sides in the Srexlt
negotiations have demonstrated this, most
re<:ently the EU in placing the onus solely upon the
UK to identify a mutually acceptable solution to the
problem of rhe backstop.
Where two parties need to reach a mutually
acceptable conclusion, this will be much easier if
both take responsibility for finding that conclusion.
This is as true for divorce as it is for Bre�it.

Brinkmanship
Blame and abdication of responsibility often lead
to brinkmanship, the negotlatlng equivalent of a

www.nziac..com

siege, In an anempt to leave the other party no
room for manoeuvre and thereby forcing them to
capitulate to demands. Both the UK and the EU
have resorted to this strategy without success.
Brinkmanship is especially damaging where an
ongoing relationship needs to be maintained. In
the case of Brexit, that is in the form of trade.
security and cultural relationships. In the case of
divorce, it might be in the form of co parenting or
running a business together.
4

Punishment
Closely relaled to blame, abdicating responsibility
and brinkmanship Is punishment, whereby one
party seeks to inAict harm upon the other, which
we have seen throughout the Brexit negotiations
and we see in divorce.
While divorce can be a iero-sum game, actively
seeking to harm the other party is unlikely to be
the best way to reach a settlement that serves long
term interests. It is onty going to fuel resentment
and perpetuate conflict. The same is true of the

26
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Collaborative negotiations which Includes this
commitment:

Conclusions
Tendencies towards blaming. abdicating

'They lmend to resolve these Issues by focusing on

responsibility, brinkmanship and punishment in
the 6rexit negotiations stem from the adversarial

all their needs {their own t1nd the needs of any
children), rather than focusing upon just their own

and belligerent framing of the process.

claim� needs and legal rights:

i

D vorce has traditlont1lly been framed in similarly
adversarial and belligerent terms and this has also

The Brexlt negotiators should have signed

something similar, substituting 'citizens· for
'children�

led to counterp,oductlve behaviours.

The Brexlt negotiations show how these

Notes

tendencies lead to a stalemate that paralyses
people's lives and make it impossible to move on.

1hls 01ticfe wos fim published In the New tow /QUtnol
uncle,

On a national levet It Is vital that no-fault divorce

does not fall victim to prorogation and the general
election that is likely soon.

'Bw,dr·acamiPDncv role(ordlvoccinacmmtes" Graeme
Frase, 162NI178'i9 018

For divorcing couples, it underlines the benefits of

following a Collaborative approach that finds

solutions that work for the whole family. A couple
signs a Participation Agreement during
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Eldercare mediation: setting
up families for success
By Kathleen Kauth
When it comes to discussing end of life issues, very
rarely are all members of fammes on the same
page. Often times, adult children don't want to
think of their parents aging, their parents may not
be thrilled with the thought either, and both
groups may wish for the comfortable status quo to
be maintained. However. if there is or1e thing that
humans have learned• it's that everything
changes. Death and dying are as much a part of
the life cycle as birth and living. Identifying how
an individual wants to spend their final years and
communicating that message to family and
friends Is an Important t.lsk.
When eldetly parents experience a health crisis,
adult children sometimes revert to their worst
twelve-year�ld selves. There is a certain amount
of panic about knowing that your parent Is
i
experienc ng age-related conditions. That reality
cements the knowledge that lhey may not have
much longer with them in their life. This
realization tends to bring up long-buried
emotions, resentments, rears. and conflicts within
families. Those conflicts can be between siblings.
children and parents, and even spous.e to s.pouse.
Unresolved conflicts can blossom anew during a
health crisis• complicating any attempts to
understand how the older adult wants {or would
want) to proceed.
An Eldercare Mediator can be brought Jn as an
objective third-party to help resolve some of those
conOlcts and move the discussion forward.
Eldercare Mediators should have training or
experience in both mediation and gerontology co
be able to properly assist families dealing with this
type or conflict. So how does an Eldercare
Mediator help a family successfully navigate these
lssu�s? One of the best ways is to educate families
on the importance of having conversations about
end of life wishes before there is ever an issue.
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Starting the Conversation
The general rule of thumb about aging Is that you
should communicate your wishes early and often
to your family and those who will be involved.
Eldercare Mediators are also very effective at
facilitating family conversation� before a crisis
hits. When a situation i.s hypothetical� it is far
easier to set aside emotions and talk rationally.
The more frequently famlhes have these
discussions • the easier they become. Once
dedsions have been made and put Into writing•
families have a tool 10 use If/When a <risis hits. That
tool can be adjusted as life situations change, and
will mitigate the stress and trauma of the crisis.

Who should be involved?
One of the first steps to setting up a successful
family facilitation is to identify all the parties who
will be Involved. Chllclren? Friends? caregivers?
The older adult(s) In question need to give careful
consideration to who they want weighing in. The
mediator should meet with the older adult(s) first
10 establish communication and rapport. The
discussion should focus on what is important to
the adult(s), how they have lived their lives and
how they picture living their remaining days. The
conversation should then move into a discussion
of who they want involved, and how they want
them Involved. Gentle probing Into relationship
issues between them and children, and between
siblings should be used to help understand famity
dynamics. If a family member Is going to be kept
out of the discussions - it is important to
understand and be able to communicate why to
that person. Based on these discussions• the
mediator needs 10 connect with each person
involved and have similar discussions with them
identifying their concerns, conflicts and comfort
levels. A group meeting is then set up with all
parties involVed anending.
www.nzdrc.co.nz
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Group meeting

Financial Issues:

1. How much money is available for care
This can be elClremely difficult when there are
geographical distances separating family members.
2. Who has access, account locations/
passwords
Mediators should be ready to offer conference
calling, Skype or other communication methods.
3. long·term care insurance
Detailed notes need to be taken and distributed to
4. Medical Insurance Information
participants after the meeting. The mediator's main
role is to introduce the topics that need to be
5. Monthly bills
covered and to promote honest. ol)<?n discussion of
6. Taxes
each topic that result in a decision about how that
particular topic is to be handled. Each meeting will Medico/ Issues:
be different based on the needs and interests of the
1. Doctors visits and/or home care
families with whom the mediator Is working. The
2. Medication management
main goal is to identify who will be invotved, how
3. Medical records
they will be Involved, and if they are able and
willing 10 provide 1he support needed to fulfil! the
4. Interventions desired or not
wishes of the older adult, Some of the more
5. Hospice, hospital or home
common topics are:

Legal Issues:
1. Powers of Attorney
2. Advance Oirecttves

3. Wills
4. Trusts etc.

www.nilac.com

Living Arrangements:

1. Living alone in the current home or
relocating
2. Community living, moving in with family,
or home companions and house care

30
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Wrapping Up
This Is Just a small sampling of the conversations
rhat need to be held• and they certainly cannot
happen all at once. The mediator will help identify
which are moSl pressing, whi(h are easiest to solve,
which will take more concerted time and adjust
each session to address a few smaller l.ssues and
one bigger issue. Getting agreement on a smaller
issue will help pave the way for agreement on the

larger ones. Several smaller sessions with concrete
plans established wlll have a greater chance of
long term success than one marathon session that
tries to address e\ferything. Finally, all the
participants wlll be reminded that these
discussions are blueprints that may need to be
changed as the older adults' needs change. Using
the communication methods established in the
group meetings• families will be on firm ground to
adjust accordingly.
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English High Court refuses to
enforce unchallenged arbitral
award 1n light of new evidence
By Nicholas Peacock and Vanessa Naish
The English High Court (the "Court") has refused to enforce an unchallenged arbitral award
because doing so would not be in the interests of justice. In the recent case of David Sterling v
Midaro RQndandMqrrf< Rqnd [20/91 EWHC28iQ l(h/. the Court was asked 10 enforce an arbitral
award of the London Beth Din (Court of the Chief Rabbi) (the"Beth Din"). which ordered the
Defendants to transfer title of a disputed property to the Claimant. However. In a "serious and
unusual case� the Court held that evidence put before it justifying the requested order was
inconsistent with evidence put before the Beth Din. and revealed an interested third party in the
property, meaning that enforcing the award would be inequitable.

Background
The dispute concerns the sale of a London
property (the"Property") between a tenanl (the

"Claimant") and the freehold owners of the

parties were willing to leave the situation be.

However, in 2010, the Claimant's Nominee made
an application to regisler a resrdction relating to

his Interest In the Property. which prompted a

dispute between the parties over the ownership of

property (the"Defendants1. In March 2008. one of the Property. The Claimant a,gued that the
Heskem transferred ownership of the Property 10
the Defendants entered into an agreement signed
the Oalmant's Nominee if and when the existing
In Hebrew. known as a 'Heskem". to sell the
mortgage was discharged, whereas the
Property lo the Claimant for l745,000. In order 10
Defendants now disputed the validity of the
avoid a penalty dause in the Defendant's existing
Heskem.
mortgage on the Property. it was agreed in the
Heskem that title to the Property would not pass to
In October 2014. both panies signed an arbitration
the Claimant immediately. Instead, the Claimant
agreement under which they agreed 1hat their
would rake responslbilltY for paying the existing
mongage for two years. after which he would raise dispute would be referred to the Beth Din for a
binding arbitration under the English Arbitration
a new mortgage, discharging the Defendants'
Act
1996 (the•Act"). The arbitration agreement
liability. Although title was not being transferred
stated that the·Beth DinS rules ofprocedure are
Immediately. it was agreed that the Defendants
those ofJewish law" and that the "Beth Din shall
would sign a declaration of trust stating that they
decide the matter under Jewish law Incorporating
held the Property beneficially for the Claimant.
such other laws as Jewish low deems appropriate·.
Three months after the Heskem was signed, the
In an award of 2S January 201S, the Beth Oin held
Defendants did indeed enter into a deed of trust
Lhat the Heskem was binding. that Mr Stern was
relating to the Property. but 10 hold the Propercy
the daimant's Nominee, and therefore ordered
on trust for Mr Shimon Stem, a relaUve and the
nominee of the Claimant {the "Claimant's
Nominee"), not the Claimant himself.

Alter the two-year deadline passed. the Claimant
did not redeem the mortgage, as provided for in

the Heskem. and it appeared as though both
33

that the Defendants transfer tide to the Property to

Lhe Claimant or the Claimant's Nominee upon
discharge of the existing mortgage (the"Award").

On 26 June 2018, the Claimant issued an
arbitration dalm form in the Chancery OiVlsion for
www.nzdrc.co.nz
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summary enforcement of the Award.
In enforcement proceedings before the CourL new
evidence was submlued which was not put before
the Beth Din. In particular, evidence was submitted
which demonstrated that (1) the Claimant was at
all times acting as an agent for the Claimant's
Nominee, including when he signed the Heskem;
arid (2) the Claimant was in receipt of housing
benefit from Hackney Borough Council ("Hackney
BC1 at the Property, on what appeared to be an
unlawful basis after the Heskem was signed.

The Court's judgment
The Court had to deal with three legal issues in
deciding whether to enforce the Award: (1)
whether the Beth Din had the power to order the
transfer of Property to begin with, (2) if the Beth
Din lacked such a power, whether the Court had
the power 10 order the transfer Itself, and (3)
whether the Court should exercise its discretion
under section 66 of the Act to enforce the Award.
(1) Did the Beth Din have the power to orderthe
transfer of Property to begin wtth?

Neither party disputed that the Beth Din had the
www.nzJac.com

power under Jewish law to order the transfer of the
Property-Jewish law expressly states that the
Beth Din has the power to grant an order for
specific performance of a contract relating to land.
However, the Defendants a,gued that the Beth Din
did not have Jurisdiction to make the transfer
because section 48(S)(b) of the Act, which lists the
powers of an arbitral tribunal "unless otherwise
agreed by the parties'. does not Include the power
to order the transfer of property. According to the
Defendants, to give effect to the"unless otherwise
agreed'provision, the parties had to specifically
agree thal the tribunal could make an order to
transfer property, rather than simply choosing
Jewish law as the governing law of the a,bitrarion.
The Cou,1 rejected this objection because the
Defendants did not challenge the Award on this
ground or otherwise at the appropriate time,
therefore under section 73 of the Act, the
Defendants had lost their right to object.
However, the Court nonetheless went on to
consider the substance of this argument, had It
been made at the appropriate Juncture, and also
rejected it The Court held that the choice of Jewish

34
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law to govern both the substance and the
pro<edure of the arbitration h;id the effect that
section 48 of the Act did not apply. Where, as
English law allows, parties in a London·seated
arbitration choose for the Act to apply but choose
i
a different procedural law, the Act w ll apply as a
residual framework to fill gaps. as well as by reason
of mandatory provisions. Since section 48 is not a
mandatory provision, and Jewish law cover5 the
matter of remedies including lhe Beth Din's powers
to transfer title to Property, section 48 does not
apply. Therefore, even if the Defendants had raised
this objection in good time, it would have been
rejected. The Beth Din had the power to order the
transfer of the Property under Jewish law.
(2) If the Beth Din lacked such a power, does the
Court have the power to order the transfer
itself?
Because the Court held that the Beth Din did have
power to make the order, ii was not necessary for
the Court to decide this question. However, the
Court held that It would have be<!n wllllng to find
that It had Jurisdiction under section 66 of the Act
to make an order transferring the Property even if
the Seth Din lacked the power to make such an
3S

order. The Court said that it.s discretion on
enforcement is unfettered and it has wide powel' to
give effect to an award.
(3) Should the Court exercise its discretion
under section 66 of the Act to enforce the
Award!
The Court said that any arbitration award that has
not been challenged is fir,al and treated as binding.
It should ordinarily be enforceable, and section 66
(which gives the Court the power to enforce
arbitration awards) should be a straightforward
remedy for achieving lhat. However, the Court also
noted that ll has a wide discretion in deciding
whether to enforce, and that section 66 is never a
"rubber--stamping exerdse� In particular. the
enforcement of a mandatory injunction is more
likely to generate specific consideration than the
enforcement of a monetary award. Specific
performance is an equitable remedy and will not
be granted by the Court llit Interferes with the
rights of third parties. or if a party has not come to
court with clean hands. On this basis, the Court
held that the new evidence produced In relation 10
the Claimant's conduct meant that It would be
Inequitable for the Court to enforce the Award.
www.nzdrc.co.nz
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First, the new evidence that the Claimant was
acting as an undisclosed agent for the Claimant's
Nominee (and therefore that the Claimant's
Nominee was the true owner of the Property) was
directly inconsistent with the case put before the
Seth Din regarding the contracting party to the
Heskem and the person to whom ownership of the
Property was to be transferred.
Second, the new evidence that the Claimant had
been clalmlng and receiving housing benefit for
the Property {on the purported basis that he was
pa ying rent, when he was actually the owner of the
Property) meant that Hackney BC may have a claim
against the Claimant for an unlawful housing
benefit scheme. If the Court were to order the
iransfer of the Property In these circumstances. It
might prejudice an Interested third party since
Hackney BC would have no recourse against the
Property as security for any potential claim.
For these reasons, the Court stated that an order
enforcing the Award would not be in the interests
of justice, it could be contrary to public policy, and
it could damage the integrity land reputation) of
the Beth Din system.

Accordingly, the Court dedined to make the order
sought and suggested that the parties ask the Beth
Din to reopen their Award on the ground that new
factual evidence had arisen.

Comment
This rare example of the English Courts not
enforcing an unchallenged arbitral award
demonstrares that section 66 of the Act is never a
rubber-stamping exercise. The Court has discretion
under this provision and will consider the interests
of justice before enforcing an award. particularly
where the arbitr(II award is a speclf;c performance
order relating to land.
This case also demonstrates that the qualification
contained in secrion 48 of the Act, allowing the
partie-s to determine the powers or the tribunal by
agreement. can be engaged where the parties
choose a different procedural law ro English law
without requiring a specific agreement on
particular tribunal powers. Since section 48 ls a
non-mandatory provision of the Act, it can be
disapplied, or superceded, if che parties' agreement
grants different or greater powers such as through
the choice or a procedural law which grants powers
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NZ mediation community rallies
around Auckland Law School - the
leading global performer in
mediation advocacy
Auckland Law School has won back-to-back International Chamber of Commerce
Commercial Mediation Competitions and become the global performer in mediation
advocacy, owing a great deal of its success to the supportive New Zealand mediation
community.
The team, comprising University of Auckland law
students Madison Hughes, Susie McClusky, Louis
Norton and Benjamin Seto, coached by solicitors
Chris Brunt and Tunisia Napia, won the Juty 2019
Asia-Pacific mediation advocacy competition in

Melbourne.

This followed the Auckland team's win in the
February 2019 international mediation advocacy

competition in Paris. That team comprised Celia
i

Brownlee. Isabel Kelly, Isabelle Kwek and Jod e
Llewellyn, led by coaches Stephanie Panzic and
Jean Yang. All four of those competing team

members have since gone on to become
internationally accredited ADA ODA Civil

Commercial Mediators.

With these back-to-back wins, Auckland law
School now holds both the global and regional ICC

Commercial Mediation Competition titles, enabling
It to claim world dominance in mediation advocacy
skills.
In the Asia-Pacific competition, competing against
teams from Australia, India and Singapore, the

team faced five gruelling rounds. Each round

involved two team members, acting as client and
counsel, in which the students aimed to negotiate

their way through complex commercial disputes,
along with the help of highly experienced

mediators. The teams were judged by some of the
world's leading dispute resolution specialists.

In the grand finale, the Auckland team represented
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a celebrity management firm and went head-to
head against the National University or Singapore
team, representing a restaurant. The teams
mediated a range of commercial and legal issues
that arose between the parties after a celebrity

chef walked away from a brand ambassadorship
deal.

As the first place winners, Auckland University won

the Hen,y JoIson Award, awJrded by The Victorian

Bar in honour of the late Henry Jolson QC, and
automatic entry to the international mediation
advocacy competition in Paris ln February 2020,

with the entry fee paid for by the International

Chamber of Commerce. The Resolution Institute
has also offered the four competing team members
places in its five-<tay mediation course. in which the
swdents. after completing the course, may Sil an
exam to become an accredited mediator.
The team could not have achieved its success

without the generous support or their coaches and

a network of alumni and practicing commercial
mediators who trained them in mediation skills.

For the 2019 competitions, these coaches included

Celia Brownlee, Chris Brunt, Caroline Coates,. Yao
Dong. Matthew Jackson, Mark Kelly, Nina Khouri,

Isabelle Kwek. Ana Lenard, Jodie Llewellyn, Tunisia
Napia, Stephanie Panzic. Anna Quinn, Helen Rice,

Geoff Sharp, Aima Shenoy, and Jean Yang.

Ultimately, the continued success of the University

of Auckland. presently without doubt the leading

global performer at these mediation advocacy

www.nzdrc.co.nz
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Auckland law S<hoof's victorious 2019 Asia-Pacific mediation advocacy
competition team

Left to right .. Chris Brunt, Tuni.sia Napia, Benjamin Seto, Susie Mcdusky, Louis Norton and
Madison Hughes
competitions. is the product of u,e 'village' of
seeking sponsorship to enable it to continue to
dispute professionals and competition alumni who participate in the competition. If you are Interested
in discussing further, please contact the coaches
throw themselves headfirst Into training and
supporting the team year after year.
Tunisia Napla (tnap871@aucklanduni.ac.nz) and
Rima Shenoy (rshe 794@aucklandunl.ac.nr).
The team Is looking forward to defendi ng Its title In
Paris 2020, led by coaches and accredited
"Participating In the mediation advocacy
competition has been the highlight or my time at
mediators with Resolution Institute, Tunisia Napia
and Rima Shenoy.
law school. It has shaped me as an Individual and
completely changed the way I see the world. The
The team and coaching community are proud of
skills that I have developed, the medialion
the tradition that they have built over many years
community rhat has taught me and the
of participation in the mediation advocacy
opportunity to intefclct with people from all
competitions, This tradition sees promising
around the world has been a once-in-a-lifetime
students develop into fierce mediation advocates
experience.•· Benjamin Seto, Melbourne 2019 team
and, In time, professional mediators. The team Is
member
38
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Statement of Agreed Facts 1n
development valuation
dispute: "to bind or not to
bind, that is the question ... "
Anna Ralston-Crane, Marcus Barclay & Nick Wood

The Court of Appeal has Just handed down its Judgment in the Crest Nicholson and Great
Dunmow dispute, which was first before the courts In summer 2018 (Greot Dunmow
Es tares Ltd v Cresc Nicholson Opera1ions lrd & Crest Nicholson PLC (I) Stephen Downham (2)).
It looks like the matter may be heading back lQ the High Court for round three, however.
Summary and implications
• In summary, the Court of Appeal has held
that the parties in an expert determination
were not contractually bound by an
agreement (as to the valuation d<1te to be
adopted by the expert) recorded in a
'statement of agreed facts'.

The central {and doubtless valuable) issue between
the landowner (Great Dunmow Estates} and the

• The date that they had purportedly agreed
was not the date provided by the sale
contract.

The sale contract stated, in terms. that the land
price must be ascertained by Mr Downham on the
challenge expiry date (the date on which the

• The rationale for the appeal court decision in
this case Is that the undertylng sale contract
(which was also the agreement under which

challenge) or (if later) the date of his

the expert was appointed) contained an

express clause outlining how the parties were

developer (Crest) ls the valuation date on which an

appointed expert (Mr Downham) is requlred to use
In determining the price of a development site
acquired by Crest.

relevant planning consent became incapable of
dete,mlnatlon.

The key point is the status and legal effect of the
valuation date adopted in the statement of agreed

to lawfully effect any variation to the contract.

facts.

• The statement of agreed facts did not
comply with this variation regime and so did
not bind the parties.

The parties had seemingly agreed, through the
parties' surveyors co,npiling and signing the
statement of agreed facts, that the valuation date
should be the date of the expert's determination.

The Court of Appeal has left it open 10 the
landowner (who Is seeking to uphold the position
reached in the statement of agreed facts) to ask
the High Court 10 consider a further argument
based on estoppel. so this may not be the end or
the road.
39

Background and Analysis

Yet It transpires that the contract provides for a
different date.

Initially, the experts agreed the
valuation date
www.nzdrc.co.nt
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When the dispute first came before Mr Downham,
in the usual way, he directed that the partie-s

Downham.

should produce a statement of agreed facts. They
did so and the valuation expens for both Crest and
Great Dunmow indicated in the signed statement
that the valuation date was to be the date of Mr
Downham's determination

Despite the court also deciding that the correct
valuation date was. In fact the challenge expiry
date (as far as the true meaning of the contract was
concerned), the parties were accordingly bound by
their agreement on the later date,

However, later on in the conduct of the expert

Crest appealed

bauister on some of the valuation assumptions. In
that advice-. the barrister opined that the valuation

Interestingly, the appeal was originally centred on
the status of a statement of agreed facts. Doubtless

determination, the expert obtained advke from a

date was the challenge expiry date and not the
date that the parties had agreed In the statement
of agreed facts.
The High Court found that the correct
date was the challenge expiry date

This litigation arose when Crest subsequently

of little surprise to those in the real estate industry,
the case was advanced on the basis that:

a. The statement of agreed facts could not
have been intended to have contractual effect

and the parties ought to have been able to

move on or away from the statement as the
matter advanced; and

contended that, notwithstanding the statement of
agreed facts, the contractual valuation date- that

b. Still less, the parties could not have

challenge expiry date, according with the advice of
the barrister.

{through a statement of agreed facts) that
would have varied the underlying contractual
valuation date.

must be adopted by the e,pert was the {ea,llerl

The High Court decided that It had Jurisdiction to
consider the matter of valuation date and also

found that the statement of agreed facts was
binding contractually on both the parties and Mr
www.nzlac.com

intended to have entered into an agreement

Compelling arguments though they may have
been, a simpler solution presented Itself when the
Supreme Court gave Judgment. after the first trial
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in this litigation, in a case considering contractual

variations, which was of direct relevance to this

matte,.

The appeal Judges found that (following the

If this estoppel argument Is run, will the court
decide 1h�t It would be unconscionable to'release'

Crest from the position taken in the statement of

agreed facts? That will be a highly fact sensitive
Issue for the court. so even If the argument is

aforementioned Supreme Court decision - MWB

advanced, it may be difficult to discern any general
proposition of the law on this issue.

regime for varying the origInaI contract; If that
regime is not followed any potentiaJ variation is of

Points to note

Business Exchange Centres Ltd •V· Rock Advertising
LimIred (2018]), parties to a co ncraet w1.1l decide a

no legal effeet.

In the present case, there was such a clause in the
sale contract and the statement of agreed facts did

not compl y with the variation regime. Accordingly,

the court concluded that the statement of agreed
facts was not binding.

Potential for Dunmow to run an estoppel
argument

That is potentially not the end of the matter. Whilst
the path seems clear for the expert to proceed to a
determination of price, adopting the challenge
expiry date as valuation date, Ounmow can decide

whether they want to ask the High Cou,t to
consider an estoppel argument.

In rudimentary terms, that will turn on whether the
parties ought equitably to be held to the
agreement reached in the statement of agreed
facts in all the circumstances of this case and

regardless of the earlier contraetual valuation date.

Practitioners. agents and surveyors ought to note
if there had been no contractual variation regime

In the sale contract. then the parties may have

been held to the statement of agreed facts.

Any decision to agree points in a statement of

agreed facts ought to be carefully considered, as
the law stands, there may be no going back.

There are also perhaps further points on which

there Is still no final landfng on this issue- does an
ex pen or arbitrator have power to relieve the

parties of an agreement reached during a dispute

resolution process if tt is wrong or if it would be
equitable to do so! Could such an agreement be
vitiated if there was a clear mistake? It Is perhaps a

shame that the MWB case provided such a decisive

answer to the main point at issue- It would have
been interesting to see how the Court or Appeal

dealt with the appeal as orlglnally advanced.

This is an area of law that continues to warrant a

careful watching brief.
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The Singapore Mediation Convention: the
dual questions of cost and time
By Catherine Green

Part Five
Part five of a six-part series titled the Singapore Convention: a panacea for trade in the Trans·
Pacific or just one piece of the puzzle?'
1

Part One of the series 'An Introduction' may be accessed b.e£l:.
Part Two of the series 'The •Trans-Pacific' Experience' may be accessed hl:rf.
Part Three of the series 'Facilitation ofTrade and Investment' may be accessed b.e£l:.
Part Four of the series 'l\ddressing Diversity and Culture in International Mediation' may be
accessed .l:lere,
This is the fifth Instalment of a six-part series on 1he Singapore Mediation Convention in which I
have considered the overarching question of whether the Singapore Convention is a panacea for
trade in the Trans-Pacific Region or just one piece of the puuie.
Part One of the series provides an introduction; Part Two of the series considers the'Trans-Pacific'
experience and why the question of accession to the Singapore Convention needs to be
considered taking into account the specific characteristics of the constituent member states
within that region; Part Three gives consideration to the facilitation of trade and investment in the
Trans-Pacific Region; and Part Four looks at the impact and influence of diversity and culture.
Part Five now turns to consider how mediation nnight be well placed to address concerns of cost
and time so often associated (rightly or wrongly) with international private dispute resolution
processes.

Introduction

"increasingly j aundiced as to the rising costs." 2

A fragment of a document amlbuted 10 Abraham Evidence of this Is also seen In the findings of the
Lincoln, dated 1 July 1850, contained the followin g 2018 Queen Ma,y Survey which reported 67% of
respondents as ranking cost as the worst
note:'
characteristic of international arbitration.'
Discourage litigation. Persuade your
The time taken to complete an international
neighbours t'O compromise whenever you
commercial arbitration has also bee-n criticised
can. Point out to them how the nominal
winner is often a real loser .. in fees, ex penses, with estjmations espoused that such processes can
take one to two years to complete:• The correlation
and waste of time. As a peacemaker the
between time and cost is of course sig nificant and
lawyer has a superior opportunity of being a
good man. There will still be business enough. direct. The longer it takes to conclude the
arbitration, the longer pt1rties are meeting ongoing
Abraham Lincoln's words are no less salutary today fees for both lawyers and the arbitral tribunal, as
with parties to both commercial arbitration and
well as carrying litigation risk which also has
commercial litigation reported a s becoming
43
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fin.,nclal Implications as It typically needs to be

Important factor; 11.2% of respondents ranked 'a

provisioned for in a company's financial

desire to save time' as the most important factor,
with 28.1 % ranking it s-econd.6

The legal and business communities'
views

Whilst the potential options were pre-determined.
the results would stlll lndicate 1hat 1he questions of

The importance of time and cost savings is
emphasised by the results of an empirical study
undertaken to gauge the legal and business
communities' views on the use of international
commercial mediation.� The survey asked

disputes.

Can the Singapore Convention help
alleviate the concerns?

alternative options In order of Importance in terms
of their effect on the respondenrs decision to use

A clea, motivation for the promulgation of the
Singapore Convention was to meet this criticism by
elevating international commercial mediation to

statements.

respondents to rank a number of pre-existing

international commercial mediation. The options

Included (a) a cultUral disinclination toward
litigation or arbitration; (b) a desire for a mo,e

satisfactory process: (c) a desire to p,eserve an

ongoing relationship; (d) a desire to save costs; (e) a
desire to save time; and(() the complexity of t-he

dispute. In total, 36% of respondents ranked 'a

desire to save costs· as the most important factor
with a further 22.5% rtinking It as lhe second most

www.nzJac.com

cost and time savings are of signrficance to
participants engaged in international commercial

the same level as international commercial

arbitration, providing parties with a significantly
more time and cosN�fficient dispute resolution
option. The cost and time saving benefits

associated with mediation are widely recognised'
but those may be lost where parties are then
required to enforce their rights a,islng under a
settfemenl agreement in the ordinary course as a
matter of contract law.11
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The question of cost Is even more pronounced
when the amount in dispute is relatively small; and
for every million-dollar dispute there must be
many. many more low value ones. Such low value
disputes can easily go without remedy be<:ause the
cost of obtaining the remedy is beyond the
financial means of many parties or significantly
outweighs any benefit to be gained.
Mediation is able to provide an optkm which is
proportionate in te,ms of cost and time to the
value of the dispute to the parties. Of course. the
converse may also be true if the parties are unable
to reach a settlement and then need to proceed to
another forum within which to determine the
matter, In that case, the cost of the mediation wUI
be added to the cost of the determinative process
(whether it is arbitration or litigation) meaning the

entire exercise may be more, rather than less,
expensive.
In any event, there is dearly significant benefit to
be gained In giving parties the opportunity to
resolve their disputes through mediation and In
doing so, providing them with the chance to
minimise the costs of the dispute resolution
exercise. Even where senlement is not achieved,
mediation can assist the parties prepare for formal
determination of the dispute by defining and
narrowing the Issues. establishing and
understanding the stumgths and weaknesses of a
case. and identifying what further evidence is
required.
Look out for Part Six of this series which wlll
draw the various strands (onsidered together
with some concluding thoughts.
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"Fragment: Notes for aLawLec1ure'· ll July 1850)
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'Maryam Salehljam "The EnforceablJlty of Ahernallve
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Bus L Rev 277 at 278.
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When mediation gets HOT:
Abberley v Abberley
By Laura Cole and Kieran Sharman
In December 2011, the Abberley brothers met to mediate the division of
£1,275,000 worth of agricultural assets between them. Unfortunately, the
process ended in tears and a trip to the High Court.
After a long day of mediation. continuing late into
the evening, the parties reached a deal. The
mediator typed up Lhe agreement but - before il

could be printed - it disappeared from the meen

and couldn't be retrieved. So, the mediat0r wrote

out the agreed heads of terms ('HOT") and that
document was signed by the mediator and the

solicitors for the Abberley brothers.

When the matter reached the High Court, the

quest ions for the Judge {His Honour Judge Jarman

QC.)were;

• Whether the HOT formed a binding contract
and
• II they did, were they enforceable under
section 2 Law of Property (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1989 ("section 21?

Common understanding
At the trial, after hearing the wttness evidence,
Judge Jarman was sati sfied that all the parties
knew what land was being referred to in the HOT.

business tenancy ("FBT") and the commencement

date of the FBT.

Lesson 1: the court will assess the parties'words
and conduct to determine their intentions.
Lesson 2: given the skeletal nature of the HOT,
the court will not shy from purposive
construction.

Binding contract
Judge Jarman was persuaded that, although the

HOT anticipated further documentation (e.g.
transfers), they did not contemplate a further

formal agreement. Although a formal agreement
might sensibly be expected to follow. 10 document

the HOT, Judge Jarman stressed that this did not
mean the HOT were not intended to be binding,

Lesson 3: "'The mere fact that a more formal
document is envi.Hged does not, of it$elf,
preclude the existence of a binding

agreement.• (para 39 of the Judgment)

binding relations.

and there was enough certainty 10 create legally

Lesson 4: clearly mark any HOT not intended to
bind the parties a s. SUBJECTTOCONJRACt

Judge Jarman took a practical approach 10

Enforceability

overcoming supposed uncertainties presented by
the defendant.

The Judge found 1ha1 the HOT contained enough

detail to establish the general mechanics which
had been agreed at the mediation, including the

Identity of the Intended tenant for the farm

47

Section 2 requires a contract for the disposition of
an Interest In land to: (0 be In wrltlng (tick- the

HOT were written down); and (II) Incorporate all the

terms which the parties have agreed in one
document.
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Judge Jarman noted that, whilst there was
consensus in retrospect that certain items shoo Id
have been included in the HOT {such as cross

indemnities and the rent review mechanism) there

was not a consensus at the medlatlol'l about rhe

detail of how those provisions should be drafted.

Therefore, all the terms agreed at the mediation
were Incorporated In the HOT and rhose not

agreed simply fell outside the scope of section 2.

lesson S: precisely record all terms that are
agreed upon In the HOT.
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